Abstract: Attainment of enhanced secured optimal power flow (OPF) has been established as one of the vital requirement of power system operation in a deregulated structure. This paper establishes a novel hybrid technique which is yielded by combining Radial Basic Function Neural Network (RBFNN) and Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA). The new velocity and position of agents are less deviated by implementing RBFNN based GSA leading to realization of optimized Thyristor controlled series compensator (TCSC) parameters wherein the results are also compared with traditional GSA method and Fuzzy based GSA algorithm. The superiority of performance is established by comparing the proposed hybrid technique with the previously existing method. The Hybrid method proposed is implemented in MATLAB working platform and results are tested on standard IEEE 30 bus transmission system. The total generated power, power loss and cost of generation are evaluated with variation of system load and reduction in line power limit evaluates the system response to contingency.
Introduction
The optimal power flow in a deregulated power system structure emphasizes to integrate the power flow with economic dispatch thereby leading the way to reduction in cost function like operating expenditure by accounting for equality and inequality constraints [20] . The attainable controls of OPF include Transformer taps setting, Generator MW outputs and bus voltages [1] . The non-linear methods have the shortcomings of insecure convergence whereas Newton's based method may not converge in case of unsuitable initial conditions [2] .The linear programming approach is very constructive in deciding the constraints but it encounters the problem of inconsequential losses while being implemented using power world simulator [3] .
The optimal power flow problem concentrates on its aptness to ascertain security evaluation whether or not the system functional is capable of sustaining contingencies deprived of any limit violation [4] .Security and adequacy are two pivotal components for reliable operation of any interconnected power network. These two features ensure a reliable power system operation. To ensure a consistent power system function, it is essential that the safety of the system is duly accounted for in the electrical energy system [5] .
Existing transmission lines are congested and are often operated close to or even exceeding their limits due to increased demand, unexpected outages and increased power consumption and trades. Implementation of FACTS devices provides a viable solution to significantly reduce the flow in loaded lines, reduced system damage and restoring stability. Various heuristic algorithms such as genetic algorithm(GA), Particle Swarm optimization (PSO) [17] ,evolutionary programming, simulated annealing and bacterial foraging have been formulated and implemented to obtain OPF with and without utilizing FACTS controllers [6, 21, 22] . These techniques have ensured to overcome the demerit of classical algorithms specially, PSO and DE due to its innovative approach and searching capability. However, these techniques do have their limitations in solving complex multimodal problems by being easily trapped into local optima. Furthermore, their searching performance depends on the appropriate parameter settings [19] .
In a multimachine power system, E.S. Ali et al. [7] have suggested Bacteria Foraging Optimization Algorithm (BFOA) based Thyristor Controlled Series Capacitor (BFTCSC) for the control of oscillations. The suggested design of TCSC over an extensive range of loading conditions was devised as an optimization problem with an eigen value based objective function. To explore for optimal controller parameters BFOA was used. In order to display the superior competence of the suggested BFOA in tuning TCSC controller, the presentation of the suggested technique has been assessed with the presentation of Genetic Algorithm (GA). Concurrent tuning of the BFTCSC provides robust damping performance over a broad range of operating conditions in compare to optimized TCSC controller based on GA (GATCSC).
Using Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN), S. Nagalakshmi et al. [8] have offered an approach for on-line assessment of load ability limit for pool model with Thyristor Controlled Series Compensator (TCSC). The optimal location, setting of TCSC and load ability limit for different load patterns in off-line are found out by means of Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm. Their approach employs AC load flow equations with constraints on real and reactive power generations, transmission line flows, magnitude of bus voltages and TCSC setting. At all buses, the input parameters to BPNN were real and reactive power loads. Data for training the BPNN was produced through Optimal Power Flow (OPF) solution by means of DE and the trained BPNN was checked with unseen load patterns. For the choice of best optimal input features Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) belonging to greedy wrapper method was applied. Simulations were carried out on 39 bus New England test system and IEEE 118 bus system. Solution accuracy and computation time were examined. The effects attained show that, for on-line evaluation of load ability limit of pool model with TCSC, BPNN was precise with minimal Mean Squared Error (MSE) and less computation time.
In double auction power market, Prashant Kumar Tiwari et al. [9] have suggested an investment cost recovery based competent and dependable optimization approach to optimal allocation of thyristor controlled series compensator (TCSC). By appropriate location and rating of single TCSC in the system, the optimization method has been applied with an objective to maximizing the social welfare and minimizing the tool investment cost. The efficiency of suggested approach for location of TCSC has been compared with some presented methods of single TCSC placement, in terms of its contact on social welfare, TCSC investment recovery and optimal generation with load patterns. The effects have been attained on 5-bus system, modified IEEE 14-bus system and 246-bus Indian practical Northern Regional Power Grid (NRPG) system.
The work presented in this paper aims at proposing a novel hybrid algorithm of RBFNN aided GSA to optimally locate TCSC controller for solving OPF by arriving at an optimal profile of active and reactive power generation in such a way that the net operating cost of the system is minimized while retaining the network within security limits. The most substantial feature of GSA is that gravitational constant adjusts the accuracy of the search, so it accelerates the solution process [23] . The hybrid method of RBFNNGSA proposed will further improve the system performance.
TCSC Implementation in OPF Problem Formulation
TCSC consists of series compensating capacitor shunted by thyristor controlled reactor. In this system, the controllable reactance is integrated in series to the transmission line and the line impedance is adjusted. The variation in loading condition leads to the apparent power flow through the line reach the maximum or minimum value. The work asserts TCSC to be optimally placed and also accounting for optimal power flow parameters and security constraints. Hence, the values of loading factors are changed from the base case value to maximum value without violating the equality and inequality limitations. The most pivotal issue in OPF formulation is to minimize the fuel cost for the production. The objective function of fuel cost is included with the inequality constraints of the active power limits of generator. The quadratic equation of fuel cost is furnished by Equation 1: n generator. The objective function is employed to ascertain the optimal location of TCSC subject to optimal power flow parameters and security constraints.
A. Constraints
The equality and inequality constraints are employed for assessing the optimal power flow with TCSC. A detailed account of these constraints is furnished in the following section.
 Equality constraints
Real power balancing condition is given by equation 2:
Reactive power balancing condition is furnished by equation 3:
Where, 
 Inequality constraints
The generation limits of the generating units are segregated in to upper and lower bounds which are situated in between the real limits. The real and reactive power, voltage magnitude and the reactance constraints of TCSC are detailed as follows:
In the equations given above, 
B. TCSC optimal location and Parameter Selection
Secured power flow is achieved by setting the TCSC optimally with proper utilization of security index. With a view to place TCSC optimally, the optimal line power flow is taken into account restricted to the maximum power flow limit. 
Computational Methods Employed
The optimal location and the injected capacity of TCSC are mainly based on security index of apparent power flow which is optimized by the proposed techniques by overloading the transmission lines. The injection capacity of TCSC is estimated by means of Equations (2) and (3) in terms of the security parameters. The computational methods of traditional GSA, Fuzzy based GSA and RBFNN based gravitational search technique is appropriately employed to successfully address the objective function. The gravitational constant is evaluated by Fuzzy based GSA followed by proposed technique of RBFNN network and the efficiency in execution of the search algorithm is incredibly increased as compared to traditional GSA. The proposed method is a novel approach to establish secured operation along with economic load dispatch with TCSC installation. The detailed explanation of traditional GSA and both the hybrid approach of Fuzzy based GSA and proposed technique of RBFNN GSA is give in this section.
A. Gravitational search algorithm (GSA)
The GSA has amazingly arrived on the arena as one of the stochastic search techniques rooted on Newtonian laws of gravity and mass interaction [10] . With an eye on successfully tackling the OPF menace, the GSA endowed with inherent potential invariably optimizes the objective function [11] . In GSA, the efficiency of the agents is evaluated by their masses which are deemed as objectives. For the issue in question, these objectives are characterized as a solution or a fragment of the solution. The gravitational forces of attraction between the objects trigger a complete motion towards the objects which possesses heavier masses. The heavier masses attain superior fitness values and the best solution is progressing step by step as against the lesser ones which signify the worst solution. However, in the GS technique, each and every mass has the position in the order such as inertial mass (M i ), active gravitational mass (M a ) and passive gravitational mass (M p ). The mass position amounts to the solution of objective function and the fitness function employed is indicated by the gravitational and the initial masses [12] .
B. Hybrid Methods based on Traditional GSA Algorithm B.1. Fuzzy based GSA
In classical GSA, velocity equation dictates agent's movements in search space of the problem. But the velocity equation of the agents consists of random variable which leads the solution to an uncertain way. Sequentially, to manage these uncertainty in solutions and to keep away the detonation and deviation, velocity constraint is introduced which is predicted by fuzzy logic. The inputs of the fuzzy system are the current velocity of the agents ) (t v 
B.2 RBFNN based GSA
The proposed method of RBFNN based GSA is described in detail in this section where now the velocity constraint to substantially reduce deviation is predicted by RBFNN instead of Fuzzy logic as done earlier. The working procedure of the RBFNN based GS algorithm is described below which consists of three basic steps of initialization, fitness evaluation and generating an updating function.
Step 1: Initialization Process
Initially, X sets of agents are considered and their positions specified and represented as follows:
Where, 1 Step
2: Evaluation of Mass
Here, the mass of each agent is evaluated as follows:
In the above equation (10) Step 3: Calculation of fitness function
In this section, the fitness of the agents is calculated by using the following equation:
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Step 4: Evaluation of Force For estimating the acceleration of an agent, a set of total force from heavier masses is applied which has to be taken into account in accordance with the procedure of law of gravity as per Equation 16 given below:
Where,  is the smallest value, best k the best fitness of first set of th K agents and 0  K is set as initial which is decreased linearly to 1 depending on time.
Step 5: Determination of acceleration Step 6: Evaluation of velocity and position of agents Then, the velocity change of the searching strategy of th i agent, direction d at time 1  t is specified as:
Where, Sheila Mahapatra, et al.
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Step 7: Modifying the velocity function by using RBFNN To avoid the distribution of random number in velocity updating equation, RBFNN is used to calculate the
Step 8: Evaluation of Gravitational Constant
From the output of the RBFN network, equation (7) is updated. Then, the gravitational constant
is determined as follows: G .
Step 9: Optimal Solution and Termination
The best solutions which satisfy the objective function are found out and the algorithm is ready to give accurate solutions based on the minimization of the fuel cost and power loss. The selected real power settings are applied to the generator; so the OPF of the system is maintained by the TCSC. The power flow parameters of the TCSC power flow depend on the injected voltage magnitude and angle. The flow chart of RBFNN based GS algorithm is illustrated in figure 2 .
B.3. Using RBFNN for updating the Velocity of GSA
NN, in essence, represents the artificial intelligence method for evaluating the yield according its training without the necessity for any kind of mathematical model for its configuration. In this regard, RBFNN is unique version of NN encompassing three layers like input layer, hidden layer and output layer. The hidden nodes perform a set of radial basis function and the output nodes carry out linear summation functions as in MLP [13] . Now, the RBFNN is entrusted with the function of dispensing with allocation of random number in 
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Step 2: The network is learnt, according to the input and the corresponding target.
Step , the current output of the m th node network.
Step 4: The current output of the network is evaluated as follows: 
  
represents the change in weight and  , the learning rate (0.2 -0.5).
Step 6 Once the training procedure is over, the network is trained sufficiently enough to realize the target yield. And from the yield of innovative technique, the safe power flow of the system is preserved by TCSC with the index of power flow.
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Results and discussion
The numerical results of the proposed RBFNN based GSA technique is presented and discussed in this section. The proposed method is implemented in MATLAB platform and improved system performances are observed by comparing the results with traditional GSA method and Fuzzy based GSA method. RBFNN is used to evaluate the new agent velocity and their positions and thus accelerates and improvises the searching performance of GSA. Establishment of OPF with TCSC is done by optimally placing it and performance of proposed method was evaluated by overloading transmission line arbitrarily. The line flow limit is utilized to check the violation of line limits after solving the problem which depicts the security limits. The proposed technique is applied to the IEEE standard bench mark 30 bus system. Thirty bus transmission system single line diagram is given in figure 4 . In general, IEEE-30 bus network consists of 41 branches, six generators and 21 load buses. The bus data, line data and the limits of control variables are measured from [14] . The fuel cost coefficient of IEEE 30 bus system are referred from [15] and are given in Table 2 . The Newton Raphson power flow method is used to calculate the power flow solution before and after setting TCSC.
By using proposed method, the performance is evaluated by increase the demand value of load buses and the secured power flow is calculated. The results of total generated power, power loss and generation cost are tabulated in Table 1 The results obtained candidly presents the superior performance of proposed method to attain secured power flow with less power loss and reduced active power generation cost. The optimal location of TCSC as obtained by GSA algorithm is between 14 and 15 buses and as obtained by fuzzy based GSA and proposed RBFNN GSA is between 12 and 13 buses. During this overloading condition, the optimal placement of TCSC is established and the TCSC injection is obtained as 0.41288 with Fuzzy GSA and 0.33797 with proposed RBFNN GSA. The overload of the transmission line is reduced after placing TCSC on the precise location. In this paper, the total generation cost using RBFNNGSA is 800.317 $/hr which is least as compared to GSA and Fuzzy GSA as shown in the work done and also less than the cost obtained in [16] . Also the total real power loss is 3.7917 MW which is less than the loss obtained in [16] To further substantiate the better performance of proposed RBFNNGSA method error calculation is done by individual relative error (%) and individual absolute error and the formulas for these statistical measurement are given below: Table 4 provides the results for Individual absolute error and figure 5 presents Individual relative error (%) comparing RBFNN GSA to cases of existing methods of GSA, Fuzzy GSA and without placing TCSC controller for IEEE 30 bus system. The individual relative error depicts that power loss and cost of power is significantly reduced with proposed method and OPF is enhanced after installing TCSC. The result for performance analysis of proposed method with regards to voltage deviation at the buses when system loading is changed is provided in figure 6 . It is observed that voltage profile is improved under loaded condition implemented with RBFNNGSA.
The result for performance analysis of proposed method with respect to line loss at various transmission lines is depicted for normal loading, loaded condition and loaded case with RBFNN GSA in figure 7 . It is evident that under loaded condition implemented with RBFNNGSA line loss are effectively minimized. 
Conclusion
In this paper, a hybrid technique of RBFNN based GSA was proposed for securing the optimal power flow problem with TCSC installation. The parameters of TCSC and its locations were optimized by using the proposed method. Then, the generation cost, generated power and power losses which depend on the load factor and the power flow index and changing loading state of the system were evaluated and compared with that of the existing method. Also, the power flow security of the proposed method is studied by line outage and the load power limits were reduced. From the analysis, it is observed that the results of line outage can ensure the power flow security by setting the installed TCSC. Therefore, secured power flow of transmission system is active by locating the TCSC optimally in normal and loading conditions and the error measurement confirms the effectiveness of proposed method. 
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